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Posted: 2/13/2019 3:33:59 PMQuestion: 24808: The plans for this project show span wire mounted video 
detection cameras. This requires a special camera which only one vendor 
supplies. Is it possible to use another vendor with standard cameras and 
mount them from the poles?

Status:No. The Department has made the determination that video detectors 
that are strategically located on the span per plan will provide the best 
possible detection zone outcome, which will subsequently reduce false or 
missed calls. Please provide and price the camera as shown within the 
contract plans.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

2/15/2019 2:27:28 PM

Posted: 2/20/2019 1:34:55 PMQuestion: 24878: Contradiction b/w the 'Lane Closure Notes' on p76 & the Traffic 
Control Typ P78.  Notes state no lane closures except 9A to 4P or night 
7P until 6A & all-night work b/w 6:30P to 6:30A in intersections.  The 
TTCP notes & typ sections show removing conflicting pvmt mkgs in each 
Phase & closing all but 1 lane ea direction in Ph I & all but 1 lane in each 
direction plus the left turn lanes at the inters.  Since the existing 
conflicting mkgs are to be removed, these configurations must be re-
marked & would exist at all times until switching to the next phase, then 
those mkgs would be removed & re-marked for Phase II.  The notes say 
to remove all conflicting mkgs but there are no quantities shown in the 
plans to replace the mkgs to place traffic in the configurations as on Pg 
78 for Ph I & Ph II.  The item for 'Final Pvmt Mkgs' will not cover the 
traffic switching as the notes also say to place the final pvmt surface & 
final pvmt mkg upon completion of each phase.This will not work. Advise.

Status:Please see revision # 2, addendum #3 for the answer to this question. 
This information was sent out to all prospective bidders on 3/5/2019.  

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

3/13/2019 9:16:30 AM

Status:Questions posted to this site before 5:00 P.M. (EST) on the seventh 
calendar day prior to the bid opening, or tenth day prior to the December 
bid opening will be responded to by the Department. For Questions 
posted after these times, an answer cannot be assured.

Answer:

Posted:

APPLICABLE ANSWER

2/25/2019 3:25:04 AM

District Address:

District Phone:

District 1 Construction Office, located at 801 N Broadway, Bartow, FL 33830

(863) 519-2222



Posted: 3/4/2019 3:57:29 PMQuestion: 25041: Now that the bid opening date has been moved, will a revised 
response to question 24878 be published? 

Status:No revised answer shall be published to question #24878. A forthcoming 
revision will be issued regarding this question. Then an addendum will be 
issued to provide clarity to question # 24878. Id does not, please ask 
other questions as needed.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

3/5/2019 6:56:29 AM


